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[FR Doc. 03–2827 Filed 2–5–03; 8:45 am] 
BILLING CODE 3110–01–P

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND 
BUDGET 

Discount Rates for Cost-Effectiveness 
Analysis of Federal Programs

AGENCY: Office of Management and 
Budget.

ACTION: Revisions to Appendix C of 
OMB Circular A–94. 

SUMMARY: The Office of Management 
and Budget revised Circular A–94 in 
1992. The revised Circular specified 
certain discount rates to be updated 
annually when the interest rate and 
inflation assumptions used to prepare 
the budget of the United States 
Government were changed. These 
discount rates are found in Appendix C 
of the revised Circular. The updated 
discount rates are shown below. The 
discount rates in Appendix C are to be 
used for cost-effectiveness analysis, 
including lease-purchase analysis, as 
specified in the revised Circular. They 
do not apply to regulatory analysis.

DATES: The revised discount rates are 
effective immediately and will be in 
effect through January 2004.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Robert B. Anderson, Office of Economic 
Policy, Office of Management and 
Budget, (202) 395–3381.

James D. Foster, 
Associate Director for Economic Policy, Office 
of Management and Budget.

Appendix C 

(Revised February 2003) Discount Rates for 
Cost-Effectiveness, Lease Purchase, and 
Related Analyses 

Effective Dates. This appendix is updated 
annually around the time of the President’s 
budget submission to Congress. This version 
of the appendix is valid through the end of 
January 2004. A copy of the updated 
appendix can be obtained in electronic form 
through the OMB home page at http://
www.whitehouse.gov/omb/circulars/a094/
a94_appx-c.html, the text of the main body 
of the Circular is found at http://
www.whitehouse.gov/omb/circulars/a094/
a094.html, and a table of past years’ rates is 
located at http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/
circulars/a094/DISCHIST-2003.pdf. Updates 
of the appendix are also available upon 
request from OMB’s Office of Economic 
Policy (202–395–3381). 

Nominal Discount Rates. A forecast of 
nominal or market interest rates for 2003 
based on the economic assumptions from the 
2004 Budget are presented below. These 
nominal rates are to be used for discounting 
nominal flows, which are often encountered 
in lease-purchase analysis.

NOMINAL INTEREST RATES ON TREAS-
URY NOTES AND BONDS OF SPECI-
FIED MATURITIES 

[in percent] 

3-Year 5-
Year 

7-
Year 

10-
Year 

30-
Year 

3.1 ............. 3.6 3.9 4.2 5.1 

Real Discount Rates. A forecast of real 
interest rates from which the inflation 
premium has been removed and based on the 
economic assumptions from the 2004 Budget 
are presented below. These real rates are to 
be used for discounting real (constant-dollar) 
flows, as is often required in cost-
effectiveness analysis.

REAL INTEREST RATES ON TREASURY 
NOTES AND BONDS OF SPECIFIED 
MATURITIES 

[in percent] 

3-Year 5-
Year 

7-
Year 

10-
Year 

30-
Year 

1.6 ............. 1.9 2.2 2.5 3.2 

Analyses of programs with terms different 
from those presented above may use a linear 
interpolation. For example, a four-year 
project can be evaluated with a rate equal to 
the average of the three-year and five-year 
rates. Programs with durations longer than 30 
years may use the 30-year interest rate.
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RAILROAD RETIREMENT BOARD

Proposed Collection; Comment 
Request

SUMMARY: In accordance with the 
requirement of Section 3506(c)(2)(A) of 
the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 
which provides opportunity for public 
comment on new or revised data 
collections, the Railroad Retirement 
Board (RRB) will publish periodic 
summaries of proposed data collections. 

Comments are invited on: (a) Whether 
the proposed collection is necessary for 
the proper performance of the functions 
of the agency, including whether the 
information has practical utility; (b) the 
accuracy of the RRB’s estimate of the 
burden of the collection of the 
information; (c) ways to enhance the 
quality, utility, and clarity of the 
information to be collected; and (d) 
ways to minimize the burden related to 
the collection of information on 
respondents, including the use of 
automated collection techniques of 
other forms of information technology. 

Title and purpose of information 
collection: Employee Representative’s 
Status and Compensation Reports; OMB 

3220–0014. Under Section 1(b)(1) of the 
Railroad Retirement Act (RRA), the term 
‘‘employee’’ includes an individual who 
is an employee representative. As 
defined in Section 1(c) of the RRA, an 
employee representative is an officer or 
official representative of a railroad labor 
organization other than a labor 
organization include in the term 
‘‘employer,’’ as defined in the RRA, who 
before or after August 29, 1935, was in 
the service of aN employer under the 
RRA and who is duly authorized and 
designated to represent employees in 
accordance with the Railway Labor Act, 
or, any individual who is regularly 
assigned to or regularly employed by 
such officer or official representative in 
connection with the duties of his or her 
office. The requirements relating to the 
application for employee representative 
status and the periodic reporting of the 
compensation resulting from such status 
is contained in 20 CFR 209.10. 

The RRB utilizes Forms DC–2a, 
Employee Representative’s Status 
Report, and DC–2, Employee 
Representative’s Report on 
Compensation to obtain the information 
needed to determine employee 
representative status and to maintain a 
record of creditable service and 
compensation resulting from such 
status. Completion is required to obtain 
or retain a benefit. One response is 
requested of each respondent. 

No changes are proposed to Form DC–
2a and Form DC–2. The completion 
time for Form DC–2 is estimated at 30 
minutes per response. The RRB 
estimates that approximately 65 Form 
DC–2’s are received annually. The RRB 
estimates that less than 10 Form DC–
2a’s are received annually. 

Additional Information or Comments: 
To request more information or to 
obtain a copy of the information 
collection justification, forms, and/or 
supporting material, please call the RRB 
Clearance Officer at (312) 751–3363. 
Comments regarding the information 
collection should be addressed to 
Ronald J. Hodapp, Railroad Retirement 
Board, 844 North Rush Street, Chicago, 
Illinois 60611–2092. Written comments 
should be received within 60 days of 
this notice.

Chuck Mierzwa, 
Clearance Officer.
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